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A weekly rundown of the news and intelligence moving
markets in China and beyond.

Chinese commodities trader shutters an

exchange and loses billions in short gone wrong

Xiang Guangda, founder of a stainless steel manufacturer, made
headlines as his short position in nickel caused billions in losses due to a
short squeeze in the metal caused by the conflict in Ukraine. Xiang's
position was so large that fluctuations resulting from the squeeze halted
nickel trading on the London Metal Exchange and other exchanges
across the world.

Hong Kong COVID-19 death rate now among the

highest in the world

A new wave of infections and deaths is taking effect in Hong Kong. More
than 300,000 Hong Kongers are currently in isolation or under
quarantine and many hospitals are at or near capacity. The wave has
also spilled over into nearby Shenzhen, with government officials
deciding to put the entire city of 17.5 million on lockdown.

China sets above-consensus growth target of

5.5%

The Chinese government has bucked consensus and declared a high
growth target of 5.5% for the year. The IMF projected GDP growth of
4.8% for the Chinese economy while Wall Street analysts projected 5%.
Many analysts believe that ongoing global trade shocks could prevent
the nation from achieving its growth goals. 
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Key Points

Supply Chain Disruptions
Due in part to the conflict in Ukraine, analysts foresee supply chain pressure continuing into Q2 and the
rest of the year. Lockdowns and productivity disruptions associated with China's COVID Zero strategy
show no sign of abating, either. Growing fears of prolonged disruption are pushing many firms to find
sourcing and distribution partners closer to home. 

War in Ukraine
The Russian invasion of Ukraine has caused turmoil and fear to pervade global markets. The West has
enacted a strong and growing list of economic sanctions in attempts to force Russia to capitulate and
return to the negotiating table. China has not sided with Western powers in sanctioning the Russian
economy, but has called for a ceasefire and end to conflict. Pundits believe that the conflict in Ukraine
will augur important lessons for cross-strait relations.

Woe at the WTO
Member nations at the World Trade Organization (WTO) are calling on China to reform its trading
practices, a promise which member nations claim China has failed to keep since joining the WTO in 2001.
The EU recently launched a trade dispute against China and the US, in a report from the Trade
Representative, accused China of hindering foreign competition.
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Gauging Sentiment
Our take on current events and what they portend for the weeks ahead.

Weekly Sentiment Outlook: Positive / Neutral / Negative

New Ukraine-related uncertainties coupled with existing macroeconomic obstacles mean
continued headwinds for Chinese markets.

     The war in Ukraine has upended markets everywhere, including across Asia. In addition to war-
related uncertainties, virus containment issues (felt most acutely in Hong Kong and Shenzhen) are
hindering productivity and adding pressure to strained international supply chains. As more
companies report Q1 earnings and give updates on the current business environment throughout the
week, we expect supply chain issues and rising logistics costs to come into even sharper view. Selling in
the Hang Seng has intensified in recent weeks and we do not yet expect the trend to reverse. Recent
positive developments that could prove beneficial to Chinese markets in the medium- and long-term
are the People’s Bank of China’s (PBOC) decision to keep interest rates low (even as rates rise
elsewhere) and the announcement of a high target for annual growth. Such measures could promote
continued investment even as indices sink to multi-year lows. Regardless, the exogenous geopolitical
environment surrounding Chinese markets has simply been too volatile for internal measures alone to
sufficiently moderate investor suffering. A speedy and diplomatic resolution to the ongoing conflict in
Ukraine would alleviate some negative pressure on international sentiment and allow more positive
macroeconomic news (low rates, easing of sector pressure in technology and property development,
etc.) to influence sentiment in China. Until then, we believe pessimism will persist. 
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Chart of the Week

As governments across the world begin to consider COVID an endemic disease, China's COVID Zero strategy seems
increasingly untenable. Given the recent surge in mainland and Hong Kong cases, a new approach may be necessary.


